Meet Monique Mitchell
As a native Washingtonian, I am very familiar with the area and the dynamic of such a diverse part of our
country. People consider me as an incredible resourceful consultant sharing my knowledge and
experience. After graduating from high school, I immediately launched a career with the Federal
Government, however, I quickly realized that to open the door for better opportunities; I needed to
pursue higher education. As a new bride, mother and full-time employee, I returned to school and
graduated from Trinity University in Washington, DC with a Bachelor of Business Administration degree.
Although I have had a wonderful career in the Federal Government, I had desire to do something else.
Ever since purchasing my own home many years ago, I had an appreciation for Real Estate. Folks often
wanted to know how my husband and I purchased our home at such a young age. Folks also wanted to
know how we acquired investment properties. This further led me to acquire a Real Estate license to
help others realize their homeownership dreams. It was then I realized that this was truly my passion.
Today, I am often referred to as the hospitality queen who loves to entertain my large family in the
comforts of my home.
Why Choose Me?
I would love to be YOUR AGENT OF CHOICE! Yes, you do have a choice. As I am sure you are aware,
there are thousands of agents from which to choose; therefore, you ask yourself, why should I select
this agent or that agent? Who should I trust to guide me through this important step in my life? You
further ponder over the fact that with the complexities involved in any Real Estate transaction, you need
an agent that will be knowledgeable, trustworthy and devoted to fulfilling your Real Estate needs. If
these are your concerns, then I am Your Advocate.
It is important to know that my clients can rest assured that I have everything under control. If it is your
desire to purchase a home, my goal is to first listen and comprehend what it is that you are looking for in
a home. Second, whether purchasing or selling, as your agent, I am Your Advocate. With that, I will
compassionately guide you in prioritizing your wants and needs within your budget. Real Estate is an
ever changing industry and I firmly believe that it is important for me stay abreast of the current trends;
that’s why I continuously obtain education and training. I believe strongly that it is not only my duty to
represent you to the best of my ability, but also to educate you throughout the process. Armed with
top notch information and market insight, you are then able to make the best decision possible.

Contact Your Real Estate Advocate Today
Direct: 240-339-3260
mmitchell@newvision-realty.com

